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Discount passenger ticket

 (one-way)

Regular seats only 

Express train Rapi:t 
express train ticket

 (one way)

KIX ⇄ Namba 

Wakayama Sightseeing Digital Ticket

＋ ＋
Discount train ticket

(roundtrip)

(excluding some routes)

Namba ⇄ Wakayama

Includes discounts and exclusive offers at partnered stores! 

Koyasan World Heritage Digital Ticket

＋ ＋
Discount train ticket (roundtrip)

Nankai Rinkan Bus 

Two-day free bus ticket 
within Koyasan For six 

facilities!

Coupons 

Namba ⇄ Koyasan

Caution 

Nankai TicketDigital

Coupons

Use your
smartphone as a ti

cket!

One-way Rapi:t Digital Discount Ticket, convenient and money-saving for 
traveling between Namba Station and Kansai Airport Station. 

Visit Koyasan, the world heritage site and the mountain first settled by the monk Kukai 
(also known as Kobo Daishi). A money-saving digital ticket set that includes a discount 
roundtrip ticket to Koyasan Station, and a two-day free bus ticket within Koyasan. 

A money-saving ticket set that includes a discount roundtrip train ticket to 
Wakayamashi Station, and a one-day free bus ticket for Wakayama Bus and 
Wakayama Bus Naga. 

For traveling between Kansai Airport Station and 
Namba/Shin-Imamiya/Tengachaya/Sakai Station 

Any major Nankai Electric Railway 
station, or any SENBOKU RAPID 
RAILWAY station ⇔ Koyasan Station 

Namba/Shin-Imamiya/Ten-
gachaya/Sakai ⇔ Wakayamashi 

You can specify your seat and board the train with just your smart-
phone skipping the line at the ticket office! 

Valid for two days, which is perfect if you are staying at a temple over-
night! Includes discounts and exclusive offers at partnered stores! 

One-day free bus ticket 
for Wakayama Bus and 
Wakayama Bus Naga

For eligible facilities 
in the Wakayama 
area!

●Only available in advance. The tickets cannot be purchased and used on the same day. 
●A refund can be made to the purchaser only on this system and only when the train ticket, coupons etc. are all valid and 
unused. There is no handling charge for the refund. 



the Nankai Digital Ticket

How to purchase the ticket2

How to use the ticket3
In your ticket wallet, select the ticket you are going to use! 

A ticket that can be purchased and used to board the train with your smartphone ★

To board the train... To use a coupon... 

(Excludes some facilities) 

❶ Smooth boarding

❷ All you need is your smartphone to board the train and use the coupons! 
Your smartphone will contain the ticket and coupons, so they cannot go missing. 

Why the Digital Ticket is a great buy 

Note: QR Code is a registered trademark of DENSO WAVE INCORPORATED.

Tap the QR 
Code on the 
des i gna ted 
ticket gate!

At the store, show your smart-
phone screen to the staff of the 
store/facility and tap “Use the 
coupon.” 

The purchased ticket 
can be viewed in your 
ticket wallet. ★ 

Go to our webpage or 
the Nankai app and 
open the Nankai Digi-
tal Ticket page to 
purchase the ticket. 

What is Nankai Digital Ticket? 1

Great fo
r sightseeing

in Osaka and Wakayama!

Due to system maintenance, the Digital Ticket cannot be purchased from 03:00～04:30（JTS） every Tuesday. 
Caution

How to use

You can purchase the ticket in advance with your smartphone! No need to purchase the ticket at the 
station, enabling you to board the train with no hassle. ★ 


